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Abstract. A critical issue for small and low-cost Internet of Things
(IoT) devices facing multiple complex, advanced and interactive tasks
trying to save their power resources. To reach these goals IoT devices
can use the capabilities of nearby devices having suitable resources, given
that they make their resources available for free or with a determined
cost. In such a context, IoT devices can take significant benefits by exploiting the social attitude of software agents to mutually interact and
cooperate with other agents they consider as trustworthy. However, in
wide communities it is common that a lot of members are unreferenced
with respect to the own trustworthiness and, therefore, the task of carrying out a reliable choice about a potential partner can be very difficult.
To tackle such an issue, we propose an agent framework where each IoT
device is associated with an agent that helps its device in choosing reliable partners for its tasks. To this aim, we designed a reputation model
implementing some countermeasures against malicious IoT devices. To
verify the efficiency and effectiveness of our proposal, we carried out
some experiments in a simulated scenario, which confirmed the potential
advantages deriving by its adoption.
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Introduction

The Internet of Things (IoT) [3, 20] age is characterized by environments formed
by “smart” objects able to cooperate among them and with users to make use?

??
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ful and attractive services [6, 7, 19]. Such smart environments are pervasively
populated by small and low-cost IoT devices that, in turn, have the problem of
balancing performance and power autonomy [32].
To this aim, a large number of researches have been addressed to optimize
these aspects also by increasing the level of engagement of IoT devices with
the rest of the world. Consequently, innovative solutions capable to optimize
hardware/software resources also by saving power have been proposed. In this
respect, for instance, several cloud-based environments have been developed for
allowing the access to perform communication, computational and storage resources [17], also managed by different physical and/or virtual components living
on the cloud.
In the IoT scenario, an interesting challenge is to promote the mutual cooperation among IoT devices by making available unused resources belonging
to nearby and more equipped and performing devices, for free or for pay5 . In
the past, a similar approach was used to improve temporarily the service level
of an Internet provider by sharing the unused Wi-Fi bands of its residential
clients [1] or proposed to offer Internet connections cheaper than those of traditional providers [11].
In such sharing contexts, a basic and shared requirement is a strong attitude
to trust strangers but the choice of inappropriate counterparts can expose to
several potential threats for malicious, fraudulent and/or disliked behaviors [37].
The threat is very common in open and heterogeneous environments and/or
in presence of economic mechanisms like payments. To deal with this issue, we
argue the necessity of a certain level of confidence and mutual trustworthiness
for motivating sharing actors to interact on the basis of a reasonable hope to
be engaged in profitable interactions with reliable partners. To this aim, trust
and reputation systems can improve the mutual confidence between counterparts
and mitigate risks due to the presence of unreliable partners [16]. In particular,
trust and reputation systems provide some measures about the expectations of
a trustor to receive some type of benefit from a trustee. These measures are
obtained on the basis of direct or indirect information about past behaviors or
events [14],
In this paper we deal with an IoT scenario where a wide community of mobile
IoT devices can exploit the opportunity to mutually cooperate, in order to exploit
resources hold by some peers. The underlying idea of our proposal is of exploiting
an agent-based architecture and a reputation system. In particular, to tackle
the management of cooperative tasks is proposed an agent-based framework
where: i ) each IoT device hosts a software tamper-proof agent (i.e., device agent)
managing reputation information in a safe manner [10, 18] as well as capable
of basic interactions and social behaviors with other agents; ii ) a number of
different kind of agents are distributed into the IoT environment to offer some
basic services to all the agents associated with the IoT devices; iii ) a distributed
5

Note that authentication, cooperation protocol and payment issues are considered
as orthogonal with respect to the focus of our proposal and, therefore, they are not
dealt in the following of this paper.
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reputation-system is deployed in the environment to support device agents when
deleting a partner to perform their daily tasks.
We observe that the adoption of tamper-prof device agents eliminates the
need to adopt any centralized component, since every device agent maintains
its own reputation measure by itself and spreads it only when interacts (in a
safe manner [27]) with other device agents [28]. However, in requiring/accepting
cooperation, notice that if an agent has an adequate knowledge of its potential
partner, deriving by its experiences (i.e., reliability), it could decide also of not
exploiting the reputation information.
The plan of the paper is as follows. Section 2 gives an overview on the related
literature. Section 3 introduces the proposed agent framework, while Section 4
describes the adopted reputation model. The experimental results are presented
in Section 5 and in Section 6 some conclusions are drawn.

2

Related Work

In open, competitive and distributed scenarios, an important issue is represented
by realizing a comfortable environment where the involved actors can perform
their own activities. In this respect, it is necessary to limit the large number of
possible, potential threats and vulnerabilities typical of such environments [37].
To this aim, trust and reputation systems are able to mitigate threats and
vulnerabilities risks and supporting the choices of reliable partners to cooperate [9, 16, 21]. Given its interdisciplinary nature, trustworthiness issues has been
widely investigated and a large number of analysis, models and architectures
intersecting many scientific areas can be found in the literature. The interested
reader might refer to a considerable number of surveys that investigated on the
state-of-the-art in this field, among which [29, 33, 38, 42].
From a practical point of view, trust affects almost every decision process
and social interaction involving both human and virtual activities [5, 25, 44].
The most relevant factors affecting the computation of trust and reputation
measures inside a community are i ) the nature and the quality of the informative
sources [26], ii ) the rules for aggregating trustworthiness information [13] and
iii ) the modalities for inferring trust into the community (e.g., by adopting a
a centralized or a distributed approach) [30]. In particular, some studies found
that the accuracy of a local trust approach, based on the own ego-network [12],
is greater with respect to a global approach in presence of an adequate number
of information, which tightly depends on the adopted horizon depth [45] that,
in turn, affects the computation costs.
However, in large communities both i ) the computation of a global trust
can be complex (or also infeasible) and ii ) each member usually interacted only
with a narrowest share of its community (and, therefore, the most part of the
community members is unknown and unreferenced). As a consequence, in such
scenarios, local trust is particularly predominant and some studies verified that
the most accurate results are obtained in inferring trust values on the shorter
paths (i.e., those paths closer to the trustor) [23].
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A convenient way, to represent trust processes happening in a community
is that of using a graph, trust network, where members are associated with
nodes and trust relationships (usually sparse) are associated with oriented links.
Topological properties of the trust networks have been used by a significant
number of proposals like, for instance, in [22] where a variant of the Breadth
First Search is adopted to gather the reputation scores and, by using a voting,
to compute an updated reputation rate for each user, while in [24] trust scores
are propagated only by using fixed length paths. Note that trust and voting
processes, even though different from a practical viewpoint are conceptually
similar. Indeed, both a trust measure and a vote represent an expectation on one
or more future events placed on someone or something and both well fit with the
presence of communities denoted by a great population and poor communication
opportunities or, like some IoT devices, by hardware and software constraints.
Finally, we introduce some proposals of trust systems conceived for IoT. Currently, researchers are paying attention to the features of these environments by
proposing specific techniques [39–41]. For example, in [4] two interacting IoT
devices trust each other device and spread evaluations to the other nodes with a
word of mouth approach. In [34], the authors propose a model that uses reliability
and local reputation measures; in particular, each node assesses the trustworthiness of its friend nodes and the opinions of the common friends. In [8], a trust
system analyzes the dynamic evolution of social relationships and implements a
trust-based service management that adapts to the trust fluctuations. Also, the
authors, in [31], suppose that the IoT devices identities are previously unknown
and calculate the trust between two devices based on past interactions.

3

The Agent Framework

In this section we describe the Agent Framework (AF), which is illustrated in
Figure 1. Let us denote by C, D and A, respectively the IoT environment, the
set of all IoT devices and the set of their associated device agents. For sake of
simplicity, the set of agents and their relationships will be represented by using
a graph G = hN, Li, where N represents the set of nodes belonging to G and
each node n ∈ N is associated with a unique agent a ∈ A, while L is the set of
oriented links where each link l ∈ L represents a relationship occurring between
two agents.
The proposed scenario includes mobile IoT devices requiring cooperation,
denoted by r, to other IoT devices, denoted by p, that can accept, for free or for
pay, or refuse to share their resources. We denote the generic device by dk ∈ D
with k = {r, p} specifying his/her role of cooperation requester or provider.
The AF includes two type of agents, respectively named: i ) Device agent,
denoted by adk ∈ A; ii ) Framework agent, denoted by F ∈ C. The first type
of agents live on the IoT devices, while the other type of agents are distributed
on the AF to provide some basic services to the other agents. Note that all the
agents in AF are provided with a shared pair of asymmetrical cryptographic
keys.
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A main aim of the framework agents (i.e., F ), which are safe agents that have
their identity certified by a Certification Authority, is to register device agents
on the AF the first time they came active on AF and giving them an initial
reputation ρ (see below). Instead, the aim of a device agent is that of managing
reputation information, included the reputation score of its IoT device, and
to select the best potential partner for cooperation by exchanging information
about counterparts identities and reputations (obtained by interacting with the
other device agents active in its neighbor).
Device agents perform three coordinated activities, denoted as Search, Choice
and Updating. More in detail:
– Search. In particular, when an IoT device dr , active in a specific area, is
searching for a cooperation task tr (e.g., for a service) then its device agent
adr :
• spreads a signed message mr consisting of a tupla mr = hdid , tr , ρr i,
where did is the identification code of dr , tr is the required task, ρr is
the reputation of dr ;

d 2 p a d2 p h d2 p
d 5 r a d 5 r h d5 r
d 4 r a d4 r h d4 p

d 1 p a d1 p h d1 p

d 3 p a d3 p h d 3 p

F
Fig. 1. The AF scenario where IoT devices d1p , d2p and d3p can provide cooperation
to IoT devices d4r and d5r that require it.
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• collects and analyzes all the answers received from each nearby IoT device (i.e., dp ) that has the willing of cooperating for tr with dr also based
on the dp reputation score by taking into account the dr individual hazard threshold [15, 35] which represents the probability of “failure” that
the requester considers as acceptable. Such answer messages have the
form of mp = hdid , tr , ρp , ci where the first three terms have the same
meaning specified above and the last element c is the cost required for
cooperation ( c is set to 0 if the cooperation is provided for free).
– Choice. Based on both the required cooperation costs and its hazard threshold (see above) chooses the best possible partner to cooperate with respect to
the received proposals. When a partner choice is taken then the two devices
start to cooperate. Remember as authentication, cooperation protocol and
payment issues are not considered because beyond the focus of this paper.
– Updating If a cooperation have had place then the two devices, by means of
their agents, provide to exchange in a safe manner their feedback and update
their reputation scores (see below).

4

The Reputation Model

The proposed reputation model provides each IoT device with a reputation score,
computed on the basis of observations about past behaviors, and represents a
synthetic esteem about expected future behaviors of that IoT device [2]. In
particular, at the end of each cooperation between two device, the counterpart
realeases a feedback. Therefore, based on the received feedback the reputation
score of each involved IoT device is updated to enclose its behavior history.
Let be di and dj two generic cooperating IoT devices and let be φrj,i ∈ [0, 1] ⊂
R the feedback released by di about the quality of the cooperation for the task
tr provided by dj , where 0 means the minimum appreciation and, conversely, 1
means the maximum appreciation for the cooperation. In order to limit some
malicious and collusive behaviors, the released feedback φrj,i is weighted by some
parameters taking into account the competence and honesty of dj in providing
a reliable feedback (i.e., γj ), the cooperation cost for the task tr (i.e., µrj,i ) and
number of interaction already occurred in the past between di and dj (i.e., εj,i ).
More in detail:
– the parameter γj takes into account how many, in average, the feedback
released by dj are closed to the reputation scores of the target devices, more
formally:
γj =




Pn
1 if

r
i=1,i6=j (φj,i

 0 Otherwise

n

− ρi

≤χ

∀i ∈ AF and χ ∈ [0, 1] ⊂ R

(1)

where χ is a system parameter (see Section 5);
– µrj,i takes into account of the real or virtual value of the cooperation cost cr
for the task tr and its value is: i ) proportional to the ratio cr /CM ax otherwise.
ii ) set to 1 if the cost is greater than a cost threshold CM ax (see Section 5).
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This approach hinders malicious behavior aimed to earn reputation for free
or low cost cooperation tasks to cheat in case of expansive cooperation tasks.
µrj,i =



1
cr /CM ax

if c ≥ CM ax
if 0 < cr < CM ax

(2)

– εj,i is aimed to mitigate collusive IoT devices activities addressed to mutually increasing their reputation scores by exchanging, with high frequency,
r
positive feedback (i.e., φj,i
≥ 0.5) and depends on how many times dj provided a feedback to di with respect to a given threshold W of consecutive
cooperation tasks. More formally, εj,i is computed as:

εj,i =

1
1/λj,i

r
if φj,i
< 0.5
r
if φj,i ≥ 0.5

(3)

where, with respect to a feedback given by dj about di , the value of λj,i
is: i ) set to 1 the first time that a feedback is released; ii ) increased by 1
every time that a new feedback is released before that other W cooperation
tasks
have
k carried out; iii ) computed as the maximum between 1 and

j been
when the distance ∆w, in terms of cooperation tasks, between
λj,i − ∆w
W
two consecutive feedback is greater or equal than W .

Finally, the reputation score of the IoT device di will be updated
 for the
µj,i +εj,i
r
feedback φj,i released by dj only if i ) ρi ≥ 0.5 and ii ) γj ·
· φrj,i > 0
2
as follows:
µ + ε 
j,i
j,i
· φrj,i
(4)
ρi new = α · ρi old + (1 − α) · γj ·
2
where the parameter α influences the behavior of the reputation system (see
Section 5), since the higher is its value, the lower is the sensitivity of ρ.
Given the peculiarity of the IoT scenario, the solution adopted to store and
spread reputation scores is that of providing the device agents of tamper-proof
capabilities and, like other software applications, they can ensure the reliability
of the information spread in their AF activities. In such a way, device agents can
be considered also as local stubs of the Framework agents.
Furthermore, to contrast whitewashing strategies and some malicious behaviors a number of countermeasures are in place. For instance, i ) to hinder
whitewashing strategies [43] without penalizing new members [36], the initial
reputation assigned to each IoT device is set to 0.5, while ii ) possible malicious
behaviors aimed to avoid receiving negative feedback by realizing a communication fail, are detected by the IoT device which monitors the device activities, and are penalized by decreasing the reputation score of the IoT device
as ρi new = σ · ρi old , where the system parameter σ ∈ [0, 1[⊂ R is determined
proportionally to the ratio of communication faults involved in the IoT device
life.
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5

Experiments

To verify the effectiveness of the proposed reputation model, a campaign of
simulations have been realized in a large IoT scenario. In particular, 10,000 IoT
devices requiring cooperation and 500 IoT devices providing cooperation to them
have been simulated. Simulations have been organized for epochs and each of
them has been formed by 50 epochs, a number of epochs suitable to obtain stable
and significant trends, and for each epoch only 2500 IoT devices (i.e., the 25% of
the overall population), randomly chosen, were active to search for cooperation.
In particular, two different scenarios have been simulated and their descriptions and parameter settings are summarized in Table 1. The first scenario (A)
presents i ) a number of malicious actors providing unreliable feedback to their
counterparts, like 0 instead of 1 or vice versa, and ii ) a probability π of communication failure. The second scenario (B) presents malicious and collusive actors
aimed to access and cheat on expensive cooperation tasks by increasing their
reputation on the basis of cooperation tasks having a low cost or provided for
free (i.e., alternate behavior). To this purpose, the ratio between low and high
costs for cooperation tasks was assumed to be 1 : 4.
To identify IoT devices reliable in providing feedback, the parameter χ has
been set to 0.5 (see Eq.1), such that agents having a unreliable behavior have
a probability τ to receive feedback less than 0.5 (see Table 1). Moreover, at the
beginning of each simulation, the initial reputation (i.e., ρ) of each IoT device
was set to 0.5.
Scenario Malicious IoT devices
Malicious Behavior
A
10%
Malicious devices gives incorrect feedback and interrupt communication with probability π
B
10%
Malicious IoT devices build a positive reputation
thanks to low cost/free cooperation tasks for cheating on high cost cooperation tasks. Any interruption
of communication occurs.
α = 0.5,
W = 5,
ρ = 0.5,
χ = 0.5
π = 0.5,
τ = 0.8
Table 1. The simulated scenarios and system parameters

To measure the performance of the proposed reputation system acting in
an IoT scenario, we considered i ) the percentage of malicious IoT devices that,
sooner or later, assume values of reputation reflecting their behavioral nature
with respect the overall IoT device population, named in the following Malicious
Percentage (MP) and ii ) the average value of reputation of the malicious IoT
device, named Average Malicious Reputation (AMR).
Figures 2 and 3 graphically represent the obtained results for the MP and
AMR measures with respect to the simulated scenarios A and B, respectively.
More in detail, Figure 2 highlights as the proposed reputation model works
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Fig. 2. Malicious Percentage (MP) measures (only distrusted IoT device) for 50 epochs
of simulations. Scenarios A and B.

Fig. 3. Average Malicious Reputation (AMR) measures (only distrusted IoT devices)
for 50 epochs of simulations. Scenarios A and B.

well in identifying unreliable IoT devices, indeed for both the scenarios the MP
measures quickly assumes a value greater than 90% after about 10 epochs (i.e.,
when the number of transactions carried out becomes significant) with irrelevant differences occurring between the scenarios A and B (affected by alternate
behaviors). Figure 3 shows as for the scenario A the AMR curve quickly reaches
values lower than 0.2, while the trend of the AMR measure for the scenario B
is rather different due to the alternate behavior but, however, the AMR measure assumes values around 0.37 that is lower than 0.5 which is the threshold
differentiating honest by dishonest IoT devices.
The presented preliminary results have shown as the proposed reputation
system is effective and able to quickly identifying all the “malicious” IoT devices
without “false positive” in the proposed scenarios.
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Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed an agent-based distributed approach to support cooperation among IoT devices in order to save their resources. In particular, each
IoT device is associated with a software agent to easily interact and cooperate
among them. In such a context, the possibility of leading satisfactory interactions
is tightly connected to the selection of a reliable counterpart. As we explained,
when no suitable information are available to perform a good choice, it is necessary to ask information about potential partners to those agents considered as
mostly trustworthy. To this aim, the reputation model we proposed it is capable to minimize the impact due to malicious collusive activities carried out by
dishonest IoT devices. To validate our approach we performed a set of simulation of the described agent framework. The results proved the effectiveness of
our reputation model in identifying malicious and collusive actors as well as to
hinder their bad actions.
As future work, we are planning to study the reputation model also with
respect to different combination of related parameters.
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